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TOP FLOR is the best grade made out of the best quality cork. In Portugal we use to say that
 this disk is beautifull as a �ower and thats why he is called Top Flor grade. Perfect for build top
 �shing rods.  Its the most perfect cork disc in the world

Rings are produced from diameter  1.1/8”  ( 28mm ) ; 1.3/16” ( 30mm ); 1.1/4” (32mm) ; 
1.3/8” (35mm) ; 1.1/2” ( 38mm) and thickness 1/2” (12,7mm) ; 3/8” (9,5mm) and 1/4” (6,4mm).  
 Others sizes are available by request. 

FLOR grade is perfect for hand made production. This quality is perfect for high quality rods
 made by rod makers or rodbuilders. 
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Extra grade is the ideal grade
 when you have a small rodbuilding
 business and build small series of
 rods or small OEM orders, quality
is very identic to Flor grade with 
resonable  price.     

Rings are produced from diameter  1.1/8”  ( 28mm ) ; 1.3/16” ( 30mm ); 1.1/4” (32mm) ; 
1.3/8” (35mm) ; 1.1/2” ( 38mm) and thickness 1/2” (12,7mm) ; 3/8” (9,5mm) and 1/4” (6,4mm).  
 Others sizes are available by request. 

Superior AAA  This grade have an excelent ratio quality/price that alows the 
rod builder to have a nice cork grip with excelent price .     
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 Others sizes are available by request. 

NATURAL TOUCH
The natural texture of cork combines softness and �exibility to the touch with a
 naturally uneven surface. The variable degree of irregularity is given by the type
 of cork used and the �nish chosen



Grade A   perfect to build economic rods and �nal result is a nice �shng rod  
with a great cork grip.    

DID YOU KNOW CORK IS VERY LIGHT ?
Over 50% of its volume is air, which makes it very light - it weighs just 0.16 grams
 per cubic centimetre and can �oat.
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 Others sizes are available by request. 

INDUSTRIAL GRADE ( B ) The less expensive grade that makes a very
 economic grip with excelent look.        
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